We present a comparative study of radiative electroweak symmetry breaking and conventional standard model breaking, and pose the question whether experiments can distinguish one breaking mode from the other. The importance of the problem lies in the fact that the two breaking modes have very different physical interpretations concerning the mechanism of spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking and the origin of mass.
INTRODUCTION
Coleman and Weinberg pointed out several years ago [1] that quantum loops and radiative corrections can play an important role in determining the structure of the vacuum of a quantum field or system of fields and particles. Specifically they showed that while a scalar field with mass parameter µ 2 = 0 and classical tree potential is unable to develop a vacuum expectation value (VEV) and spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB), such VEV and SSB become achievable when we take quantum loops into account. This is particularly so if the scalar field is coupled to a gauge field and dimensional transmutation can occur. The overall conclusion is that an alternative electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) mechanism exists along side the standard model EWSB mechanism that is based on the classical tree potential:
with a non-zero negative mass parameter µ 2 < 0. The Coleman-Weinberg alternative model dispenses with the mass parameter µ 2 = 0 in equation (1) but adds quantum loops or higher order potential terms. This alternative mechanism has become known as radiative Electroweak symmetry breaking (REWSB).
The fact is that these two mechanisms do not just differ in what terms appear or do not appear in the scalar field potential, but lead to very different physical perceptions of what causes electroweak symmetry breaking. The standard model based on equation (1) with its µ 2 < 0 attributes electroweak symmetry breaking to a primordial fundamental scalar field that unlike any existing particle known so far has a negative mass parameter µ 2 < 0. In contrast, the Coleman-Weinberg REWSB mechanism would attribute EWSB to quantum dynamics and a quantum origin. Such quantum dynamics if favored would widen the scope for our search and understanding of EWSB and the origin of mass. Another way of looking at the matter is to say that in the standard model mechanism CEWSB, the quantum system starts off with a pre-assigned mass scale µ = 0, compared to the Coleman-Weinberg model REWSB where the same quantum system is left to fix its own scale of dynamics. The question arises what role the pre-assigned scale parameter µ plays in the quantum dynamics, and whether we can find any observable features that distinguish the outcome of these two dynamics.
Because of the widely differing physical interpretations of the two mechanisms, we consider it worthwhile to examine in some quantitative detail, what observational features and signatures distinguish REWSB on the one hand, from the conventional standard model electroweak symmetry breaking (CEWSB) on the other hand. Elias et. al. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have considered the problem from one perspective.
Our approach to the problem is to first set out in section 2, aspects of electroweak symmetry breaking that do not depend on any explicit choice of the scalar field potential V (Φ). Such aspects will therefore be common to both REWSB and CEWSB and we may call these aspects the core of electroweak symmetry breaking. Thereafter, we take up equation (1) in section 3, with its µ 2 < 0, as one explicit choice of the scalar potential. Then we work out what new relations besides the core EWSB equations, follow from this one choice of V (Φ). These new relations or features we can call the specific signatures of the standard model CEWSB. In section 4, we make a different choice of the scalar potential, by setting µ 2 = 0 which is the Coleman-Weinberg REWSB model, with quantum loops added. We work out the new features in relation to the core equations, and call these the signatures of REWSB. We proceed further in sections 5 and 6, to re-examine the same REWSB using the more modern aspects of the Coleman-Weinberg model known as the renormalization group improved effective potential [7] [8] [9] [10] . Further improvement using 2-loop β and γ functions is considered in section 7. The two sets of signatures, CEWSB and REWSB, are compared in section 8. Our final results and conclusions are stated in section 9.
Core relations of electroweak symmetry breaking
In terms of a scalar field, the core features that break electroweak symmetry even when no explicit scalar potential is specified, are a complex scalar field that may or may not be a fundamental field. This complex scalar field must be a doublet under the electroweak SU(2) L × U(1) Y gauge symmetry. The complex doublet scalar field must have a non zero vacuum expectation value we take to be v. Given such a field one is able to immediately write or parameterize it in the form:
in which only one component field φ o 3 acquires the non-zero vacuum expectation value written:
This form of the scalar field is all that is required to derive many results and features of the EWSB. These several features include various charged and neutral currents as well as couplings of fermions and gauge bosons to the scalar field. The details of these core features can be seen in several places such as [11] . Among these relations that we obtain without our specifying any explicit scalar potential, are the gauge boson masses :
where g 2 is SU(2) L coupling constant, and g 1 is U(1) Y coupling constant.
It turns out also that a definitive numerical value of v = 246 GeV can be obtained without recourse to any explicit choice of the scalar potential. One simply combines the V-A current structure of the gauge theory [11] , with such accessible processes as µ decays, and obtains expression for v in terms of the Fermi constant :
Given this value of v and the known masses of the gauge bosons stated in equations (4) and (5), one deduces the values of the two gauge coupling constants at the EWSB scale v:
Similarly from Yukawa couplings of equation (2) to fermions, we obtain fermion mass relations and couplings:
where g f stands for Yukawa coupling constant of a given fermion f, such as the top quark g t . Again these relations do not require any explicit choice or specification of the scalar potential. In particular, the relations hold whether µ = 0 as in REWSB, or µ = 0 (CEWSB).
We now note one area where we are not able to obtain any information at all based on equation (2) alone, without specifying some explicit form of the scalar potential. This area is in the determination of physical Higgs particle mass m h , and the self coupling parameter λ of the scalar field and its components. This becomes the area where we can focus our search for any distinguishing features between REWSB and CEWSB. We will therefore proceed by devising ways to determine these two quantities m h and λ, first in a CEWSB model and then in a REWSB model. Both quantities turn out to be derivable from some explicit form of the scalar potential we now write as V (φ) where φ stands for the scalar field (component) that has the non-zero VEV. Our main focus is in the structure and analysis of such two potentials V CEW SB and V REW SB , and the Higgs masses and couplings they predict.
Conventional Standard Model Potential CEWSB
The conventional EWSB is based on equation (1) . This potential defines the ground state of the system
and gives a value of the VEV of φ in terms of the parameters of the chosen potential :
with µ 2 < 0. Upon plugging equations (2) and (10) into equation (1), we obtain a mass relation for the physical Higgs particle h(x): It is :
More formally the mass of the Higgs particle is given in terms of a chosen potential by:
Equations (10) and (11) become new relations which used separately or in combination with the core equations (2) -(8) may lead to specific signatures of the CEWSB. Thus from equations (10) and (11) we get
as a relation specific to CEWSB model. We can go further to use the core value v = 246 GeV and relate m h specifically to λ as:
If we assume that the scalar field interaction was perturbative in the dynamics leading to EWSB at scale v, and that λ ≤ 1, we obtain that : m h ≤ 246GeV which becomes a signature of CEWSB mechanism. On the other hand, if λ > 1, then CEWSB predicts m h > 246 GeV. Notably however, the CEWSB does not give us any specific value for Higgs mass nor a value for λ. 
where φ c is the classical field that has non-zero vacuum expectation value. Γ (n) (00...0) are 1PI vertex Greens functions to which n external legs [φ c (x)] n attach, each carrying zero momentum. When these 1PI functions are expanded perturbatively into Feynman loops, the above series can be re-organized into a perturbative loop expansion for the same effective potential:
where V o is the tree potential given by equation (1); V 1L is the one-loop potential; V 2L is the 2-loop potential, etc. The above loop potentials require in general to be renormalized. The renormalized effective potential determines the state of EWSB and the Higgs mass through the standard equations:
For a purely scalar field theory, the above loops involve only virtual scalar particles. When however other fields are present in the system that can couple radiatively to the scalar field, the loop contributions of these other fields to V ef f (φ c ) have to be taken into account. In the specific case of EWSB where fermions and gauge bosons are present besides the scalar field, the Coleman Weinberg potential generalizes to include quarks, leptons and gauge boson loops. These extended loop calculations have been carried out in a number of places [7, 11] . We write down some of the results up to 1-loop potential for REWSB. In one form Cheng and Li write [11] :
where M 2 is the renormalization scale; and C is given by:
Here Using core equations (4)- (8) without using any equations from CEWSB section 3, we can rewrite equation (21) in terms of coupling constants as follows:
If we neglect contributions from all leptons and quarks except the top quark, we can write the REWSB potential equation (20) up to 1-loop potential finally as [2] :
Here g t is the top quark loop Yukawa coupling. The neglect of other fermion couplings follows from equation (8), where a fermion Yukawa coupling is proportional to its mass, and the top quark with its dominant mass clearly overshadows all other fermions. Regarding the parameter M in the above equation, we note that in the absence of a pre-set mass scale µ 2 = 0 in the REWSB system, the quantum dynamics sets its own scale which we take to be the renormalization scale M, as well as the scale of any SSB in the system. Therefore we can re-define our renormalization conditions on the effective potential as ;
In place of equation (23), we can also write the 1-loop effective potential in the form due to Ford et.al. [8] , and to Casas et. al. [9] [10] .
We will work with the form (23). We plug equation (23) into equations (24) - (26) and obtain relations that embody REWSB signatures:
Putting C value from equation (22) we obtain a quadratic equation for λ:
Using the core coupling values from equation (7), the quadratic equation becomes: 
(32)
If we require that both coupling constants are positive : λ > 0; g t > 0, then solution (31) implies that λ ≫ g t with λ = 3.584485 at g t = 0. On the other hand, based on equation (32), we find at g t = 0, λ = 0.004456, while for λ decreases to zero, g t = 0.50276. This solution would indicate that the scalar dynamics in the EWSB has a coupling constant λ that lies between zero and a value 0.004456 while the Yukawa top quark coupling has a value that lies between zero and 0.502758496. We may take the mean of each parameter as its value at the EWSB scale in this case of solution (32). Then analogous to equation (7) we can write the λ and g t values at the EWSB scale for solution (32) as :
In this way, we may claim that solution (32) represents a situation where g t > λ at EWSB, while solution (31) represents a situation where λ ≫ g t at EWSB scale. These two situations we can also try to distinguish in our signature analysis of REWSB.
In the case of solution (31), we can use the known top quark mass of 175 GeV along side equation (8) to estimate g t at EWSB scale. We get that g t = 1.00605, giving a corresponding value of λ from equation (31): λ = 3.65464602; λ 4π 2 = 0.092573; g t = 1.00605;
As seen from equations (33) and (34) both solutions (31) and (32) are perturbative, if we define perturbativity condition as:
The two solutions differ however in a profound way. This is that if the dynamics of EWSB is very weakly perturbative (both λ and h t very small) as per equations (32) and (33), REWSB predicts that the top quark coupling is relatively much stronger than the scalar self interaction λ at the EWSB scale. On the other hand, if the EWSB dynamics is more strongly coupled, (both λ and g t large), though still perturbative as per equations (31) and (34), the scalar self coupling constant λ is relatively much larger than the top quark Yukawa coupling constant g t . These signatures of the REWSB can be ascertained experimentally.
We can go further to analyze equations (25) and (23) for Higgs mass. We obtain:
Using λ = (44/3)C from equation (28), this becomes:
Using core values from equation (7) we can rewrite equation (37) as:
Next we use equation (31) or (32) to eliminate λ. We obtain:
(39) Finally using core equations (7) and (8) we obtain a Higgs boson mass for the REWSB model : 5 Renormalization group improved Effective potentials.
The Coleman-Weinberg 1-loop effective potential equation (23) used in the above analysis of REWSB, has the feature that it was defined at one and only one arbitrarily chosen mass scale point M which is the renormalization scale of the otherwise divergent effective potential. This one scale point M had also to be chosen as the EWSB point φ = v/ √ 2 = M, with v = 246GeV. This restricted choice of φ(x) was necessitated by the need for the log terms in equations (23) -(27 ) to vanish or remain small and perturbative. This feature of the Coleman-Weinberg potential equation (23) remains even if we make another arbitrary choice of the renormalization point M'. We remain bound to study our effective potential and its signature values, only for field values φ in the vicinity of an arbitrarily chosen renormalization scale M. In effect, V ef f (φ(x)) cannot be studied generally as a function of Higgs field φ(x) to ascertain how the potential behaves in these other regions of larger or smaller φ, and to what extent any new features such as new minima or maxima of V ef f (φ) found in those regions, affect or modify the EWSB features or signatures of V ef f found from earlier limited observation at one arbitrary renormalization point M. A way out of the problem is to free V ef f of its dependence on the renormalization scale M. That is we make V ef f a physical observable, whose field φ and coupling constant parameters λ i can now vary widely over any desired domains, unaffected by any one arbitrarily chosen renormalization point M. Of course this freedom of the parameters of V ef f to vary widely still calls for some restraint such that the perturbative character of the overall loop expansion equations (15) and (16) 
Here β λ , β i , and γ, are the RG functions (the beta functions and the anomalous dimension γ of the Higgs field). This RGE has a standard solution we write in the form :
and call the RG improved effective potential. All its parameters M(t), λ(t), g i (t), φ(t)..., vary or run widely, each in a coordinated manner prescribed by its beta or gamma function. The variable t parameterizes the arbitrary renormalization scale, while the parameters of V RG ef f run according to the equations:
with:
Also:
In the above equations, M o is some fixed initial renormalization point or reference scale, which we shall choose as [8] . We shall rely on their values to compute numerically the parameters ξ(t), λ(t), g i (t) defined in equations (43)-(47).
In order to solve these integral and differential equations, we require to specify the boundary conditions of the equations. These boundary conditions are the values of the parameters at some chosen scale we specify as t = 0 which means scale M = M 0 = M Z = 91.2GeV. Our explicit values of these parameters at t = 0 we take from equations (7), (33) and (34).
Once we have computed the explicit details of how the parameters vary with t over a wide range of values in equations (43) - (47), our aim will be to use the new RG improved effective potential equation (42) 
To 1-loop order we write the RG improved REWSB potential as:
(49) which replaces equation (23). Similarly, corresponding to equation (27) we would now write the RG improved 1-loop potential of Ford et. al. [8] and Casas et. al. [9] [10] :
We will work with equation (49), and comment on equation (50) later. Our analysis of equation (49) now proceeds in stages as follows.
First we note that by construction the full (untruncated) RG improved effective potential equation (42) or (48) becomes independent of scale, satisfying :
This scale invariance applies also to all order derivatives of V RG ef f with respect to any of its parameters such as φ. Thus we also have the conditions:
and:
The implication of these equations is that equations (24)-(26) from which we determine the state of occurrence of SSB and the resulting Higgs mass as well as signatures of REWSB (all arising from inherent dynamics of the system), have become independent of any one choice of renormalization scale t or M(t) at which we evaluate the system. In a way, V RG ef f is now defined simultaneously over a whole range of the renormalization scale from t = 0 to ∞, at any one point of which we can freely compute the dynamical quantities in equations (24) - (26) and determine at what points we have SSB and its corresponding mass spectra, unaffected by the value of the renormalization scale t at that point, except that the results obtained at any one t scale or point, differ from the results at another t scale or point by mere change or transformation of scale, but not intrinsic difference of dynamics of the system. We note however that the above discussion regarding scale invariance of the RG improved effective potential holds strictly only where the potential is not truncated as in equations (49) and (50). Where V RG ef f is truncated and its arguments are evaluated with beta and gamma functions that are also computed only to a finite order (1-loop , 2-loop,... beta and gamma functions), equations (51)-(53) cease to hold exact. We correct for this by looking for a restricted stretch of the t scale, call it t * with t 1 ≤ t * ≤ t 2 , where the truncated functions in equations (49) Our first step is to compute the various running parameters of V RG ef f , specified in equations (43) -(47). We illustrate our computational procedures by first considering the simpler case of 1-loop beta and gamma functions. Later we treat the case of 2-loop beta and gamma functions. To 1-loop beta and gamma functions [8] , the running parameter equations to compute are: with g 01 = 0.3407; g 02 = 0.6585 from equation (7) and g 03 = 1.23. Also we get values of g t (t), λ(t), ξ(t) by numerically integrating the following equations: (57)
where B = 12g 
with this integral separated into two parts for purposes of numerical computation :
(60) We proceeded by assigning only positive values to scale t, and insisting in our numerical computations of equations (54) - (60) that we obtain only matching positive values of the coupling constants g 1 (t), g 2 (t), g 3 (t), g t (t), and λ(t). The results we obtained are shown in figure 1 . The potential V RG ef f equation (49) is next plotted against t, to search for a scale region t * where V RG ef f is reasonably flat, independent of t. From the plot shown in fig. 2 we see that equation (49) is reasonably scale invariant in the region: 0 ≤ t * ≤ 8 . This allows us to compute the quantities: ∂V RG /∂φ(t) and ∂ 2 V RG /∂ 2 φ(t) at any point within this flat t * region, and to run the quantities down to our reference scale t = 0. It is in this way that we obtain below, a Higgs (running) mass at the electroweak scale t = 0. The relevant quantities to compute and run in region t 8 are:
implying a SSB condition any where in region t * given by :
where :
Also :
which combined with equation (62) gives within region t * , a running Higgs mass of :
A plot of this m 2 h (t * ) is shown in figure 2 and yields a Higgs (running) mass value of m h = 245.6 GeV at the electroweak scale t = t * = 0. The corresponding physical Higgs mass differs from this by only a small vacuum polarization correction discussed by Casas et. al. [9, 10] We will not go into this.
Based on figure 2, we can interpret the region t ≥ 9.0 not only as a region beyond which the 1-loop truncated RG improved effective potential is not reliable, but also as a cut off point Λ beyond which the Standard model EWSB theory is probably not valid. This will lead us to say that radiative electroweak symmetry breaking (REWSB) with RG improved effective potential (at 1-loop beta function) predicts a Higgs mass around 245.6 GeV, as well as a cut off energy scale Λ ≈ 8.0 × 10 5 GeV or less.
6 The Case g t > λ at electroweak scale
We examine next the features of REWSB in the case g t > λ at electroweak scale, presented by equation (33), in place of equation (34). We recall that equations (33) and (34) provided us a means to discriminate between two scenarios where at EWSB scale, the scalar field coupling λ is stronger (equation (34)) or weaker (equation (33) figure 3 . They lead us to a running Higgs mass of only 6.65GeV shown in figure 4 . Since experiments already rule out such low mass Higgs boson, we can draw one conclusion that the REWSB model clearly selects only the solution (34): λ 0 ≫ g t0 at EWSB scale.
Case of 2-loop beta and gamma functions
Working now with only solution (34), we consider finally the case of 2-loop beta and gamma function RG improvement of the effective potential equation (49). According to Kastening [12] ,Bando et. al [13] , one gets optimal improvement of a 1-loop effective potential if we evaluate it using 2-loop beta and gamma functions. We test this out by re-computing our REWSB features and comparing with our 1-loop results of sections 4 and 5. Accordingly, we replace equations (54) to (60) by the following 2-loop beta function running parameters: 
with g 01 = 0.3407; g 02 = 0.6585 and g 03 = 1.23 as before. For 2-loop g t (t) and λ(t),we compute positive values of the upper integration limits g(t) and λ(t) that match an assigned t value in the equations :
and :
where : 
The boundary values we use are from equation (34): λ 0 = 3.65464602 and g t0 = 1.00605. Also because of the greatly intertwined nature of the 2-loop β, γ functions and the running parameters, certain approximations had to be made in which quantities like B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 , D, in the above integrands, were treated as constants having values corresponding to a chosen t value, or else to their known 1-loop values.
Finally for φ(t) and ξ(t) we have the 2-loop gamma function equation:
where: 
The results of computing these 2-loop running parameters, and plugging into equations (49), (24) - (26), are shown in figures 5 and 6. Some individual running parameters appear greatly modified at the 2-loop level. This is particularly so for λ(t) and g 2 (t) seen from figures 1 and 6. Correspondingly, the 2-loop RG improved effective potential does not exhibit much of a flat t * region seen in figure 6 compared to 1-loop figure 2. The value of running Higgs mass at EWSB scale :t = 0 predicted in both cases is however about the same : m h = 245.6 GeV.
Relating our results to other calculations
We can compare these features of our RG improved REWSB with features found in conventional electroweak symmetry breaking calculations. We already showed in section 3 that CEWSB (at tree level), does not predict any explicit value of the Higgs mass m h nor the scalar coupling constant λ. But the conventional electroweak symmetry breaking potential (with µ 2 = 0) can also have higher order potential terms added to it as in equation (16), and treated to a RG group improvement as for our REWSB model considered in sections 5 and 6. This has been done by a number of authors [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , particularly Ford et. al. [8] and Casas et. al. [9, 10] . We can look at these RG improved CEWSB results and compare them to our REWSB results to see any particular signature features. These authors [8] [9] [10] worked with 1-loop effective potential of the form shown in equations (27) and (50) to which non-zero scalar field mass term µ 2 = 0 is added from equation (1). This RG improved CEWSB equation (50) is then analyzed by the usual equations (24) - (26), combined with the additional requirement of vacuum stability or λ ≥ 0. Casas et. al [9, 10] obtained a Higgs mass estimate of m h > 128 ± 33GeV, to be compared with our explicit REWSB result of running Higgs mass m h = 245.6 GeV. Admittedly, many of these CEWSB RG improved effective potential analysis, were done at a time the top quark mass was still considered unknown free parameter, in contrast to our treatment. Ford et. al. [8] for example stated their result in terms of the top quark mass : m h ≥ 1.95m t − 189GeV. Overall, there appears a need to re-analyze the RG improved CEWSB effective potential case for better comparison with REWSB, and to ascertain the role the scalar field mass parameter µ = 0 actually plays.
Another comparison we can make is with the recent work of Elias et. al. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] who analyzed the same radiative electroweak symmetry breaking (REWSB), and raised the same issue of the possible experimentally accessible signature differences of REWSB and CEWSB. They worked not with the standard Coleman-Weinberg Feynman loop calculated effective potential equations (15), (23), (27), (49), (50), but took advantage of the fact that the loop calculated effective potentials invariably involved leading logarithms as in equation (20), multiplied by a factor C that involves products of EW coupling constants and the scalar field φ. 
Summary and Conclusions
. We find close agreement between our results based on the standard ColemanWeinberg loop calculated, and renormalization group improved, effective potential, and the Elias et. al. results based on direct summation of leading logarithm terms. Basing on both calculations of the same radiative electroweak symmetry breaking (REWSB), we can re-affirm that REWSB model not only remains a viable mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking, but is able to give an explicit value of the (running) Higgs mass. The (running) Higgs mass predicted by the REWSB mechanism, lies in the range 215 -250 GeV, at electroweak scale. In contrast the CEWSB models of Ford et. al [8] , Casas et al. [9.10] and others [7, [14] [15] [16] , are only able to put a lower bound typically m h ≥ 1.95m t − 189GeV on the Higgs mass. Because of this limited information from CEWSB, we cannot use the Higgs mass value as a conclusive signature to distinguish between REWSB from CEWSB.
We are left to consider the coupling constants λ and g t of the system. Our calculations established two points regarding λ and g t . We found that of the two possibilities : λ > g t or g t > λ at EWSB scale, the λ ≫ g t is the correct one, while the case g t > λ that implies a Higgs mass m h ≈ 6.65GeV is already ruled out by experiment. Explicitly, we obtained in our equation (34) that the ratio λ/g t = 3.63. Elias et. al. found a lower ratio of 2.15. The two results are however consistent to the extent λ ≫ g t .
If we accept the REWSB value of Higgs mass of 215 -250 GeV as physical Higgs mass holding whether the mechanism of EWSB is by REWSB or by CEWSB, we can deduce the corresponding λ CEW SB value from equations (13) and (14). We find λ CEW SB = 0.997 to be compared with λ REW SB = 3.65 at the same Higgs mass of 245.6 GeV. We conclude as did Elias et. al. [2, 3] , that the REWSB mechanism is associated with a greatly enhanced scalar field coupling λ REW SB ≫ λ CEW SB .
This can become an important signature difference between REWSB and CEWSB that can be verified experimentally. The fact is that based on equations (1) and (2), the individual scalar field components φ The observed enhanced coupling λ REW SB ≫ λ CEW SB by itself calls for explanation. It suggests as part of our main finding that the scalar field couples less strongly to achieve the same end result of EWSB in a quantum system that has a pre-set mass scale µ 2 = 0, compared to the same quantum system with no pre-set scale µ 2 = 0. The same scalar field couples more strongly in the latter case. Whether this is a general principle of quantum dynamics is something for further study. 
